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This syllabus is effective from 2013 June onwards.
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SEMESTER I.

Poetry & Translation

KAУYA: Definition - chhāpene
Maha Kavya & Mahakavya and a detailed
Study of the Mahakavyas, Kalidasa, BHARAV;
Kumara Sambhava - 1st Canto
Sanskrit: Skshar - Part I.

Available at Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan,
R.S Puram Coimbatore.

Grammar and Grammar. Present time, etc.

1
SEMESTER I
Prescribed Book for Reference
History of Sanskrit Literature - Author S. Ramachandran
Available at P. S. Radhakrishnan & Sons, Kalgudi, Patnana, Kerala.

SEMESTER II
PROSE AND TRANSLATION
Chapter I: Definition. Prose different kinds
and detailed study of prose works.
Dandi, Baudhakatha
MACCHA KATIKA KATHA SANGRAHA
first five chapters only.
SARALA SANSKRIT SIKSHAK - Part II
Atmanepada and its application
Books for reference
History of Sanskrit Literature - Author S. Ramachandran
SEMESTER III

Chapter 1. Definition of Drama, different kinds, Ten kinds

Chapter 2. A detailed study of Dramas of Kalidasa, Bhasa, Sivarama

Translation: GARALA SANSKRIT: SISHEK Part II.

Books for Reference:
- History of Sanskrit Literature
- Ananth & Ramachandra

Available at R.S. Vashykar & Sons, Kalpathi, Palghat.

SEMESTER IV

Chapter 1. Lyric, Devotional, Erotic

Lyric

KALUVADAM BANAM - Nilakanta Dakota

Book Available at Jayalakshmi Indological Book House

Abban Swami Koll Street

Mylapore, Chennai
Translation
SARALA SANSKRIT SISHYA - Part IV
Available at Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan
R.S.Puram, Coimbatore